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Elm Class

Elm Class have  had a fantastic month. . They have built such strong
relationships with their peers and their teachers. If a child is absent
for a day, the children notice and will ask about them.

Our groups upstairs have been officially split and Miss Ally will be
teaching Group 2 full time and I will be teaching Group 1 but
overseeing the full class (Group 1 & Group 2). We will continue to
have  joint playtime as the children all love playing together and of
course, our Disco Thursdays will remain together as a full class.

Group 1

IMPORTANT DATES:

November 4th - Diwali

November 10th - World

Science Day

November 12th - World

Kindness Day

November 25th -

Thanksgiving

November 25th -

Reports to be sent home

November 28th to 30th -

Parent Teacher

Meetings



Unit of Inquiry 
The children have been working on being able to identify
their names and some even started writing their names. We
have made some puzzles with their children’s names to help
them remember the order of the letters in their name. We
will start learning about different cultures from around the
world and would love parents to email some information
about cultures from their home countries to us!

Mathematics
The children have been working on matching the number to
the amount and counting. We've been counting to 100 daily
with our circle time exercise song. The children will
continue to work on their numbers 1-15. The children have
enjoyed learning about different shapes and what makes
them different including how many sides the shapes have
and how many corners.
 
Literacy
The children have worked on the letter sounds s, a, t, i, p, n  
(Jolly Phonics Group 1) and have done a wonderful job
being able to identify the letter sounds and match objects
that begin with the sounds. We will continue to work on
the letter sounds and start blending the sounds together to
make 2 and 3 letter words.



Arabic Class
It was a fabulous month to start Arabic with Elm class. We have been singing about body movements and
parts songs. We have introduced Arabic to the children with songs and crafts. We have learned about
wahed), colours pink (wardi) and white (abyad), : ١ ) shapes we started to learn: circle (daera), number 1
:daa). Next month we will be moving onto new numbers) د also we had a simple introduction to the letter

. (saa : س) (raa: ر) ethnan)  \ colour: blue (azraq) \ shape: square (moraba) \ letter ٢)
October
We would like to thank everyone for the support with raising money for Think Pink Bahrain and all the
help with celebrating Halloween! Also I would like to thank all the parents for my lovely Teacher Day
present!
 
November
November is full of exciting and fun activities for the children and we will finally start Splash Days again!
We will be celebrating Diwali, World Science Day, World Kindness Day and Thanksgiving!


